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Part 1: ABSTRACT GENERALmES
1. Introdu.ction
The projective dimension of an object M in an Abelian category d (or.a unital
right module over a ring R for the non-category theorist) is a number (a natural
number or Co) attached to M which in some sense measures how far M is from
being projective. A definition is given in Section.S; where elementary properties are
listed. We will denote this number by p.d.(M)JI or sometimes in the module case
p.d.R (M). All ordinals ~(cJ will be denoted by the single symbol 00 unless it is clear
from the context we wish to distinguish then.. IX!-will denote the cardinality of the
set X, and the symbol.~ will denote an infinite cardinal or~-l = "finite", which
denotes aU finite cardirials:
There are acollection oftheorems in tile literature which state tbatthe projective
dimension of a certain type of moduleM is deterroined preci;ely by the cardinali!}'
of a minimal generating set for MThe hypo1heses cn Jf( have hWluaed lhe
assumption that M or-a related module M' is adireeted union of cyclic projective
modules. This assumption has been. used to construct a specific.projective resolu-
tion of M or AI' which, together with additional hypotheses enabling finite
induction to work.vhas yielded results of the form: theprojective dimension of
M 'S. k + 1 if and only if'M L~ N'k~generated. Fer example:
(i) If F is a field, R=F[Xh.'••• X Jt ] , M=F(Xh•. "'X.)" then P~d'R(M)=
min{nt k + 1} where ~cJFI ==1{k [11].
(ii) If M is an ideal in a vaIuationdomain R,.. then p~d.::t(M)Ek+l~M is
t"'k..generated [10).
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(iii) .If M' is a right ideal of R generated by a set E of commuting idempotents,
and if for all finite subsets F.. a's:E with F rvG = 0, nCOEFe De'eo (1- e') #- OJ then
p.d.(M)=k<:>NoIEI=~k ([15] if R Boolean, [121 in the general case).
(iv) IfK is a separably generated field extension 01 a field F, then P·d'K®FK(K) =
k+l+181 where B is a transcendence basis of KIF ar d [K:F(B)J= N'A; [l3j.
Each of these cited results has as a corollary a resul of the form p.d.(M) has a
given value ¢:> the continuum hypothesis holds, connecting the homological algebra
one does with the underlying set theory one is using.
By worl-ing with modules over small categories, results have also beenobtained
outside ring theory. For example,
(v) If D is a directed poset of cofinality ~n, then the largest non-vanishing
derived functor of limo is liIDi;'+1) [9].
Because of the necessity of working with specific resolutions in obtaining the
above results, closely related results were left as open questions, and the available
proofs did not seem to exhibit much insight into what was going on. In this paper we
attempt to rectify these drawbacks in earlier work. Of the technicalities, most are
either well-known and very useful in homological algebra, or within epsilon
thereof. For the benefit of the less experienced reader~ they are included as needed,
often with sketched proofs, particularly in Part I, so that portion of the paper is
basically self contained. The theorems are proved in an arbitrary abelian category
s4 with arbitrary coproducts and exact direct limits, and since we do not need a
specific projective resolution, the hypotheses cyclic projective in previous work can
be replaced by. much more general hypotheses. Moreover.. several seemingly
different induction hypotheses of the literature are actually the same inductive
hypothesis applied to different situations.
Part I of the paper is rather abstract. It includes a categorical definition of
N:-generated in Section 2 and a small list of necessary homological algebra
definitions and results in Section 3. Section 4 is the heart of the paper, and the
reader who knows homological algebra and is only concerned about modules over a
ring can begin the paper there. Results are labeled "lemma", "proposition", or
"theorem" according to the following scheme. A lemma is a known result, an
immediate consequence of a definition, or within epsilon of one of these, It need
not be trivial, as some rather deep but well-known results are included. A prop-
osition is a result proved on the way to obtaining a theorem. It is not known, and irs
statement «although not necessarily its proof) requires a little more insight and
work. A theorem is a useful, non-obvious result. In the crucial Section 4, there are,
in addition to a sequence of lemmas, precisely two propositions and two theorems.
There are three key technicalities involved in these results. The first is determining
the type of object to be studied. Here is where most of t'he lemmas are used. M is
an t- union of {Ma 1a e~} If this is a directed system where M er "'-" MlJ is inclusion
for I.&. -::'fJ~ M= U-~ Ma.. U"DMp is an Mt;:I for D a directed subset of ~r with
IDr Ei~, and each MOl has a projective resolution consisting of ~-generated pro-
jectives. It is relatively easy toget an upper bound on p.d.(M) for M an t(..union of
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{Ma } in terms of {p.d.(Ma )} and lSI. Under hypotheses specificn1ly created to make
the basis of induction and the induction step work;we'study a situation in which this
upper bound is a lower bound, culminating in Theorem 4..10•. The-set o( hypotheses
of that theorem look too artificial to quote, but they hold in most of the known
applications and some new ones. Only results (i) and part of (v) above, and the
extension of (iv) to the locally separably generated case (but not (ivlitself) require a
separate argument to get a lower bound. That argument uses the other theorem of
Section 4.. namelyif M is an N-union of{M-a Iet.E~l} and ~_d.(M):-: k ~ce,. then for
some a € ~lt p.d.(M!Ma ) =5i k, and Mr. can be taken strictly N'-generated if M is not
N"-generated.
The second key technical tool is a proposition (4.4) whose proof is based on a
relatively straightforward observationwhich I choose to call the "intertwining
argument". Ifyouhave two families of submodulesof a module M~ {Ai I i Ell)}aad
{Hi tiE Cd} such that for all i E WI AiS; B, ~ A;+I then
!Xl QC)
UAi=UBi
l=O 1-0
so each (directed) union shares the properties of the other. A similar argument is
used in proving Kaplanksy's theorem (Lemma 3.8) that a projective. which is a
quotient of a coproduct of N-generated modules is itself a coproduct of ~-
generated modules.
The third key technical tool, contained in Proposition 4..9, isthe observation that
upper hounds on tbe projective dimensions of a module, a quotient module, and
two submodules yield an upper bound on the dimension of an intersection. The
proof consists of writing down three short exact sequences and reading off dimen-
sions.
The work in Part I~ Sections 1-4, may well seem rather abstract. and one of the
two theorems isn't even easily quotable. However" the applications which follow in
Part 2 justify' the abstractness. Consequences include previously unknown varia-
tions on the theorems listed above such as:
(vi) IfR is a von Neumann regular, right self-injective ring containing a set of N
orthogonal idempotents, and if 2K == Kol' then R. has a right ideal 1 with p.d.(/) = a.
(vii) If K is a locally separably generated field extension of F with transcendence
basis B,I then p.d.Ke~K)= IBI+I:+I, where [K:F(B)):=N'k'
(viii) Let R be a group algebra of a locally finite group G over a field K of
characteristicnot dividing the order of any element of G p or let G be a locally finite
group. of automorphisms of any field K and·R the twisted group algebra of 0 over
K. Let P be the characteristic otK. IfG "is generated by a fa:nily {HI lie.,sJ} of finite
subgroups satisfying
(a) If t, j € $ and p) t<Hill HJ}I~ then HsIfJ:: HPi.
{b) If F and F' are disjoirit non-empty finite subsets of !J such that p II(H,. lie
F)l and p Il{~ lieF')J,I then p II{H,) ieF)o(HjlieF')I. Then gl.d.{R)=k+l,
where lot=~k'
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Ox) Let R be a. Priifer domain such that every non-zero element of R is
contained in at most countabty many maximal ideals. Let I be an ideal of R. Then
p6d.(1)~k +1 ifand only if I is Nk-generated.
2. N-generated objects
(This section can be omitted by the reader only interested in modules.)
Let N be an infinite cardinal. It is well known what an N-generated (respectively
finitely generated) module over a ring means. Since we are working in a more
general setting, a categorical definition of the concept of H'-generated will be given
in the Conn of an equivalent set of conditions (N' can be replaced by t't:-J = "finite"
to define finitely generated). It is easy to see that, in the case of modules over a ring,
Mis N"-generated in this sense if and only if M is a quotient of a free module on a
set of cardinality N. Moreover, preexisting categorical definitions in some special
cases are embedded here.
Proposition 2.1. Lel.stt he an abelian category with exact direct limits.
(I) The conditions (i) (0 (iv) are equivalent for an object iV.
(i) Given any exaasequence UA. Ai~ M --lI 0, ihereexists A' c A, IA'I:E;;Nt such
that UN Ar-"M· ....... 0 is exact.
(ii) IfM is the colimit of the directed system {Mt ~ NIj Ii, j E A} i.e. M = lim."Mi,
then 3 a directedsubset A's;;: A .. IA'!~ N', such that M = lli!l.i..M;.
(iii) If {MI i e A} is a family ofpropersubobjects ofM such that. lOT any.ll ~ c: A,
fA'j:e:; ~t there exists i E A with LA~~ sM. then liQ'!,AMi is a proper subobjee: ofM.
(iv) Let
have exact lOW. Then 3A ' c A, IA')~ N,. such that !(M)c h illA.At).
(II) 1{Mis projectiue, these are equivalent to
(v) Given M ~ UA,Ai, then 3A' 5 A, JA'I:$~ with O-toM -Jo UA,Ai exact.
(III) If there exists a set A, IAI~to(,. and (A,I iEA} where each Ai satisfies (i) to
(iv) such that llA,A,--+M -foO is exact. then M satisfies (i) 10 (iv).
Proof. (I) (i)~(ii). lliijAMiis a quotient of llAMi. By (i), there is a ANsA. JIi "I~
N', such that Illl-M -ioM -.0 is exact, i.e, M =: LA..M. Since a set of cardinality ~N'
has :e;N: finite subsets, and a countable union of sets of cardinality ~~ has cardinal-
ityN, we can let AD= A tt, A'+l= Ai U A ~ where IAiI:e;It and A f contains an upper
bound for each finite subset of A, to get a directed set
0;0
A'=UA,sA,
D
IA'1 ~ N; withM = !irrJ,A·M,
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(ii)~(iii). If M=~M:b; by (ii) M=~MJ for some A':.A, IA/I~N .. But
then .!!!!J,A~.Mj =,~".M/a:nnot be contained in any proper subobject ~"f M..
(iii)=> (iv). Let
.!e={L c:A IILI lSi N}.
For each L e:£; set ML = r'hmLAi)~ {M!..:! Le~7} is' a family elf subobjects of It'f
. + . J . . .
such that, foreach familytz, E!£lteI} with IIJ:$l Nli !.:= tJjL,e ~~ arid rMt.' S MLP.
Since lli9LML =M, by (iii)some ML U not proper. so;/(M)c.·holLA,).
(iv)~(i). Set f= IdM in (iv) to gel (i).
(II) It is clear that (hi)::}(v) (setB = IlA-AI ) . IfM is. projective, then any exact
sequence llAAi --+M -40 is split exact sci (v):> (i).
011) Let
be exact, ILI~N'~ where each Ai satisfies (i) to (iv). Let IIi\E':-+-~"~O be-exact. For
each i E L. apply (iv) to the diagram
ll.l1',--+M ~ 0
A t
Ai
to get L(i) c A~ IL(;)]~ ~ ~ iuch-that im(A,) c im(UL(JPI). 'Then A'= Uil'LL(i)has
IA 'J .s:; t{ and -
imfil Hi );2 ~ im(. 4. i ) = M,
A' L
showing M satisfies (i).
An object M will be called lot-generated' if it satisfies any of the equivalent
conditions (i) to (iv). The most aestbeuc definition is probably (i). but the .one we
will use the most is (iv). M will be called' strictly ~·generated if M is ~-generated
but not generated by any cardinal <1"t (and not finitely generated if K ¢ l'Lt).
In general, it is not true that statement (v) of 2.1 implies that Mis N'-generated.
Naive attempts to prove (i).from (v) lead to maps into a product rather than a
coproduct. Indeed, let M be an ideal in a valuation domain R. 0--.M ---iltIJ,iA,
exact. For any x E M, let L(x) be the smallest (finite) subsum of lJ"As such that
x e L(x). We define a sequence ofelements X, of M as follows Set Xo = O. For i ~ 0..
if M sL(xd,set XI+l = Xl· Otherwise, Iet XE+I eM-L(xi).lhensince M isan ideal
in a valuation domain, 'XJl~Xi+lRl' ,and if xEM-~.riRt xlexR for aU .i, so
L(x;) ~ L(x). 'I[ M' is not strlctly 'countably generated. then j"l~ L(x,) for.some i.
ThUS: condition (v) with·N''replaced ,by finite:is satisfied by-Af,. except for the case
when M is strictlycountabty generated. and one- gets counter-examplesto the
proposition that (l')::;> (i) for any cardinal N.
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Coronary 2 ..2. A quotient of an N-generaled object is N-generated. and a sum of
~-generated objects over an indexing set ofcardinality k~ .J.. N' . to-t-generated.
Proof. The first part foUows from (i) and the second from (JV) applied to the larger
of ~~ t{'.
Our definition of finitely generated is not quite the usual categorical definition,
although they" are equivalent. Traditionally, M is called finitely generated if and
only if the union of a chain of proper subobjects is proper, a .special ~e of (iii).
This definition can be immediately rephrased as M' [s finitely generated if and only
if whenever M = UMQ" where {Mal form a chain under c. then a finite set (or 1) is
cofinal in {Mc;;;}. I do not know whether the corresponding result holds for Infinitely
generated modules. i,e, whether the poset hypothesis of (iii) can be replaced by
chain. For vector spaces, for example, it is true that V is N-generated if and only if
every chain of subspaces of V contains a cofinal subchain of cardinality E;;;N'=This is
because, given any cardlnal te' less than the dimension of lI,. V has a quotient space
of dimension the successor of~.
Given an object M, it is not necessarily tot-generated for any cardinal K'.. If the
~
class of subobjects of M forms a set, M is N"-generated where N.is the cardinality of
that set (but in genera] this is a very large bound). Thus a locally small hypothesis on
.s4 will assure that an objects are N-generated for some ~. We will not have to
worry about this" as all of the objects being studied will be N'-generated for some t{.
3. Well known results
(This section can be skipped by the reader familiar with homological algebra.)
In a paper discussing the projective dimension of modules or objects in a
category, it is reasonable to start with a definition of projective dimension. Let M
be an object in an Abelian category at. M is called projective if, for any epimor-
phism f:A-;oB and morphism g:M-+B, there is a v:M-4>A such that g=:.fv. A
picture shows this better than words. M is projective if, giver- the (solid arrow)
diagram with exact row.
there exists a v (dotted arrow) making it commute. EquivalentlyJ M"is projective if
and only if ever} exact sequence A~M -+0 splits, For example, free modules are
projective in the category of unital right modules over a ringR (with 1). Indeed. in
AiR. M is projective if and oilly if Ivi is a direct summand of a.free.In general, direct
summands and arbitrary coproducts (direct sums) ofprojectives are. projective.
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An exact sequence
O--+K ~P--+M-toO
will be called a short projective resolution of M if P is projective. An exact
sequence
will be called a projective resolution of M if each P, isprojective, M is said to have
projective dimension k < eo, denoted p.d~(M):E;; k (or sometimes p.d.R (M)~ k ifM
is a module over R) if M has a projective resolution of the form
Otherwise M has projective dimension co. These concepts are basic ones in
homological algebra. For example, p.d.(M) = O~ M is projective, and every Abel-
ian group has projective dimension either 0 or 1, since subgroups of free Abelian
groups are free, As an aside, we note that the projective dimension of a module is
equal to the smallest k such that Exti:+l(A( .. ) = 0, and if M does not have any
projective resolution. Ext can be used to define a possibly finite p.d~(M). but we
have no need forany Ext functors in this paper.
For the category sd.. the global dimension of .st, denoted gl.d.(d) (or gLd.(R) if $I
is right modules over a ring R), is defined by
gI.d.(d) = sup{p.d.(M) IM an object of d}..
We state some elementary facts about these concepts .. We will label these
"lemmas" regardless of their significance to emphasize the fact that they are
standard results used in this paper, and byno stretch of the imagination new. If no
specific reference is given. references such as [2],. {6],. or {14] would contain the
result. When known results begin to add up to new ones we begin to get
propositions and theorems.
Lemma 3..1 (Schanuel). Let M be an Ri-module, P and F projective modules.
O-.K-+-P-+M--.0 an-i O-.L---.F--+M-+0 exact sequences. Then PEeL=K(f)F.
A proof may be obtained by showing that they are both isomorphic to the
pullback of the diagram
p
!
F .......M
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Alternatively, using projectivity of P and F one gets a commutative diagram
o
J.
K
!
a/P
/1f
"/'p!1/.
o~ L -.,.F ---+ M~ 0
!
o
and can then write down inverse isomorphisms
( a in~): PSL-:,.FffiKt--pa ,.,
.Inc) : Ff£)K~P(jJL.
-a
From Schanuel's lemma we can get an alternate definition of projective dimen-
sion if every object is a quotient of a projective. Define en equivalence relation on
the objects of.st1 by MEiM'<;>there exist projectives P and Q with MfttJP=M'fl:)
O. Schanuel's lemma says any two kernels of short projective resolutions of M lie
in the same equivalence class, and it is not difficult to see that equivalent modules
have equivalent kernels of short projective resolutions. Thus we can let 3'{J[M]=
[K]where [ ] denotes eq uivalence class and o~ K ~ P -4M ~ 0 is short projective
resolution•
.?lofM] = [M],
Then p.d.(IJ)~n ¢:>Kn[M] is (the class of) projective(s).
Lemma 3.2.. If 0 -+ K --+ Pat ..... --+ Po --to M ......,. 0 and 0 -Jo L -+ Fn ---+ ..... -+
Fo--+M ~ 0 are exact with the P, and Fi projective, then
(i) If n is even,
POEaP2(f) • • • EtlPnEBF1ffiF3Et) •• • (f)Fn - 1EBL ==
=FoEeF2 @ ...... EaFn$P1EBP3EB ...... tffiP,,-aEBK
(ii) If n is odd,
PoEBP:z(t) •• • EFJP"-l eF.e • ~ . 6)FII Ef)K=
~ FoEBF2 EB .... ffiFn-tEt>P1G> • .... EBP,. EBL.
For a proofapply Schanuel's Lemma and finite induction on n. Lemma 3.2 gives
a proof alternative to the discussion following 3.1. that if M has projective dimen-
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sian :!!ik~ aA;P1tis projective in any projective resolution P; and if3iPk isproieetive,
the exact sequence
shows p.d.(M)~k. Thus we could have defined the projective dimension of Mas
the smallest k such that aJ;p" is projective in any projective resolution of M.
Lemma 3.3. Let 0 -i>K -+p-j>AI~ 0 be a shan projective resolution. Then either M
is projective or p.d.(M)= p.d.(K)+ 1.
This is an immediate consequence of the discussion following Schanuel's lemma.
It is the tool used in the induction step of every finite induction proof concerning
projective dimension in this paper.
Lemma 3.4 (Simultaneous resolutions). Let 0 -+.,\ ~ B -+ C -+0 be exact,
O~K~P·-+A-+O.
O-+L~Q·-+C-+O
short projective resolutions. Then there exist commutasioe diagrams with exact rows
and columns
0 0 0 0 0 0
~ ~ ! i ! !
O-io K--+ P --+A~O O-ioL"-+ F' .....A--+O
! ~ ~ ~ ! !
0-+ M ~ PGi 0--:,. B-+ 0 O~ L' --4>~F'@ 0-""B~ 0
J. ! ~ ! ! J,
O-+L~ Q -+C-loO 0-+ L-+ o ~C~O
~ J. .l J. ! !
0 0 0 0 0 0
This lemma extends to give long simultaneous projective resolutions of A, B,and
C if any two have projective resolutions. The proof involves completing diagrams
/;fB
,/ ~
,/ .
proj-» C
~
o
to get required maps. and checking exactness.
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Lemma 3.5. Given an exact sequence o~ A ~ B ....... C ...... O. then if two of p.d.(A),
p.d.(B). p.d.(C} are finite, so is the third, and either
(i) p.d.(B) ~ p.d.(C) = p.d.{A)+1; or
(ii) p.d.(C)~p.d.(B)= p.d.(A).
We sketch an easy proof of this, Simultaneously, resolve the sequence
o 0 0
! ! !
O-ir'K-+ P -+A-+O
J. ! !
0.....;.. L --+PEf)Q-ir'B~O
! ! !
O-+M-. Q ~C-+O
! ! J.
a 0 0
Apply induction on the sum of the finite dimensions to the exact sequence
O--+K --+L~M ~O. The sum of dimensions does not decrease only if the co-
kernels of finite p.d. are all projective. but in that case the Lemma is clear since the
sequence O-+A-B--+C--+Q splits.
Lemma 3.6 (Auslander [1 D. Let
M= U ~\fo.
QeD
where n is a well ordered set, AI" S Mp if a < (3 In fl.. and, for all fJ E n~
p.d.(M,6/Ua<aM"a)~k < 00. Then p.d.(M)~ k.
To prove this, one uses Lemma 3.3 and exact direct limits to reduce to the case
where k = 0, when M = lln(Mp!Uo<Pa).
Lemma 3..7.. Let M be a sum (or directed union) M=LeoMa where D has
cardinality N..+n and p.d.a:af'i.cMo)::6k for all E~D (E directed) with IEI~N' ...
Then p.d,(M) ::;,; n + k.
This is proved by finlte induction on n using Auslander's Lemma 3.6 and
Lemma 3~5.
The following theorem of Kaplansky is well known for modules over a ring.
Although KapJansky's proofwould go throughverbatim. we use a sllghtlydlflerent
version of transfinite induction.
Lemma 3..8 (Kaplansky [5]). LeI p:::;lIte.\. =MfBN whereeach C.l is ~-generaled
andM isprojective. Then Mis a coproduct of (N'o • N)-gen_erated subobiects.
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Proof. If ~=~-I' nothing is lost by replacing j,t b:t N~ so we may"assumeN:~Nu.
By hypothesis, we have a split exact sequence
i I
O--+M-.P-+N-+O•........ _"
If IA I:E~, then M is N'-generated and we are done.. Now ~~lIlJ1e the results forall
A' with IA'I<~' and iet IAI=K't D={OfdioftiS a IIcrl < N1.. {AlIlI Ia eD} a.well
ordering of A. We use transfinite inductton on ;a to definea sequence {Aal a en}
of subsets of A with Aft eAa and 1... 1alE:maxtlaJ~ N} such that 7Tjtt.P £ IlAaC.. where
jL is the projection (followed by inclusion) of'P on llLe" for a subset Lf;A.
Assume we have this for al1 ~ < tr. 'Let
Lo= U AIJu{Aa } .
fJ<a
Now assume we have, for n c w. {LI"I; < nl with L1- 1 c: L.. [Lil~ laI. N', and
1TiL,_.p .£iLl' for all ; < n. Since '1Tj~ _IPis la1· ~-generated, there exists La £: A,.
Ln - I C LISJ IL.I~ faJ- ~t with 'lTjI...-IP t::ir....P. Set Am = LC.uLli. Since {Ln Jnell)}is
directed by £,
00
j~P:= U j~P and 1TjA,.P SjIl,p.P.
" .... 0
Set Mo =: UtJ<Q'lTj",,.p.Then M =UG E n&t'l:1tt and for each a we have split exact
sequences
so M === IJoeaM"a+llMa• Each of these factors is projective sicce M" is, and a
quotient (hence isomorphic to a direct summand) of lL..C" where :A; = Us<a"ili has
cardinality <N'. By our induction hypothesis. each is a coproduct of ~-generated
projeetives so Mis.
The following lemma js longer and harder to state than to prove. It is unnecessary
for this paper, but is included for the reader who wishes to compare the approach to
this paper to one in the literature.
Lemma3.9. Let 0-+A -Jo B ~ C ~O be exact; and lei
o
~
o
i
o
£
~ •• "-Jo Po
!
~:. --+ 00 -+B---O
!! J.!
... .-. Q,JPtt~Q"-l/P"-l'-" - ... --..Qo/Po-+ C--+O
~! !!
o 0 0 0
...... -..
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bean"exact sequence ofprojective resolutions ofA. B. and C. If,lor k < to, p.d.B ~ k
(respectively weak dimension (B)~k), then p.d.C~k¢:;.ilc-ldl:PJc is a direct sum-
Proof. If k =O~ since B is projective (flat), C is projective (flat)¢:::tO--'A--+Bsplits
(is pure exact).
Ifk > 0, ~ eplace 0 -+A --.B -+ C --+0 by the exact sequence
(l-;.ker(Po~ A)-.ker(QD' -+ B)~ ker(00/Po-:"C)--i> O·
and retain the exact sequence of projective resolutions starting from subscript 1.
This replaces k by k -1 in ail the hypothesis, so finite induction on k completes the
proof.
Wh..J these preliminaries dutifully recorded" we are now ready to embark on
obtaining the additional tools necessary to significantly generalize the kinds of
results in [13} and [14].
Let SI1 be an abelian category with arbitrary coproducts and exact direct limits. In
Section 2. we defined the concept of ~-generated object of st. As in the case of
modules, we can go on to define an N-presented object as a quotient of an
~-generated projective with ~-generated kernel. There is no reason to stop there.
Our next definition and results extend these concepts and known results about
them all the way down a projective resolution.
Definition. An object N is called N-resolvable if N has a projective resolution
where each Pi isK-generated projective.
Remarks. (a) If ~~~t, then any ~-resolvable object is ~ .. resolvable.
(b) Any N-generated projective is ~-resolvable.
(e) IfR is an N-coberent ring, that is. if any ~-generated right ideal is ~-related ..
then any N'-presented module is ~-resolvable.·
(d) Any finitely generated module over a noetherian ring is N_1-resolvable.
Lemma4.1. LeIM be ~-resolvable. 0........ K -+ Q --JoM -.0 exact. with Q N-generared
projective. Then K is N-resalval:!e.
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Proof. Let
be a projective resoluucn of M'where each fj"JS l{..;.generated. Assume we have an
exactsequence
O~L-+On --+0,.-1-;-7 ~. ~ ~Ql-~K ~()
where each of the 0, is N...generated projective.. By Lemma 3.2,"ao easy corollary to
Schanuel's lemma, (the direct sum of the P/s with one panty"(modulo 2)ethe
direct-sum of the Oi's with opposite parityEfJL);::;(the 'direct.sum of the remaining
P, 's and OJ'S $ a,.+IPn+I). Thus Lisa quotient of a finite coproduct of N·generated
projectives, and this is N...generated projective.
Lemma4.2. LetX = {Mar I '"e D} be a directedsystem of~ ...resolvable subobiects ofan
object N such that, lor" < p. in D. the map ,W'.. -+M". is inclusion, and IDI~ N. Then
Uxis ~-resolvable.
Proof~ For each MpEX" let P,,~M,.-.O be exact where P" is N'-generated pro-
jective. We then have an exact sequence
O--.K~IIPp-+UX~O
D
with IJoPvN-generated projective. Leta be the family of all finite subsets u of D
such that II has a largest element. Then Ii is a directed poset under s; since D is
directed, and for each u e lr,11I1EY" maps ontoan ~·resolvable object M.,sN and
so has ~~resolvable kernel K l4• Now
!im.<11 P,,)= IiPha v~u: D
and comparably
lin1. (im( II P.») =U X,
a vEu:
so by exact direct limits, K = !.i!:!laKIa is a' directed union of N-resolvabJe objects
with indexing set aof cardinality N."Byinduction we get an N''''generated projective
resolution for Ux
Definition. Let {M.I v E W} be a directed system of subobjects of the object M
indexed by the directed poset ~1~ where the maps are inclusions.· Then M is the
N'-union of{MI'} iff
(i) Each M.. is~-resotvable
(ij), Any directed subset &s:2L\\ith Ibl:G K has UPIiJ'f~ = M~ for some p. e'21 with
J.L ~ 11 for all II e b.
(iii) M = U...dIM...
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We observe the following
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Lemma 4.3. Lei M be the ~-union 01 {M.. Iv e S}. Then
(a).114 is a quotient ofa coproduct of ~-generaled profectiues.
(b) Every ~- generated subobject N ~ M iscontained in Mp.. for some p. € ~L
Proof. (a) Since each M~ is N'...generated, fo:" each P E ~t there is an exact sequence
P p-+M.,.-40 with PI' N-generated projective. The maps P~~M,,~.M induce a
map llP",-}oM whose image is EM.. =M~
(b) Byexact direct limits" N s M implies N = L1w(Mv n N). IfN is ~-generated,
there is a directed subset b c: ~I such that fbI =s: N' and N :::;Ub{Mg n N). By (if) i..lt the
definition of N-union, there is a JL with MIL =UM.. 2 N.
The statement of the next proposition is somewhat complicated. The proof is a
reasonably stralghtforward application of the intertwining argument;
Proposition 4~4. Let M be the N-union of {M.. I II E~l} where N is. infinite. and let
ro---? K --+ II C" --+ M -J>0
A
be exact. where each C.\ is K-generaled. Let N be an N-gen~,ared subobject 01 K~
#. e ~{ a'id A' a subset ofA with fA'~ ~.~ Then there. exists L =L(A'.N, p.) S;; A and
v= v(A1~p.) with A' s;L.ILJ~N, JL ~ v, N S lILCAI-and!illLC..\.)=M".
Proof. For each A c:: AI set
Let L(O)c::A satisfy
A' cL(O), IL(O)f~N.
Then ML(o)+ M.. is N'-gener.ated, so there exists p' E 21 with ML(o)+M.,. ~ M.·. Let
v(O) be an upper bound for {p., .l} in ~.
Assume we have for i < n, finite sequences
L(i)~ L(i+ 1)
ofsubsetsofA and
veil -:iv(l+1)
of elements of ~l such that, for all i ~n -It JL(iJ! ~N. and ML{I)t;;;M~ri)~ Since
MII("-l) is ~-generated ... there is an L(n)s;Awith IL(n)I~N',. L(.-. -l)s;L(n),.and
M ..("-1) S ML(rI} By 4.3 there is a p.(n)with ML{n)SM~( ..)and we can iet v(n)be an
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upper bound for {J;(n-1). #ten)}. By finite induction, we get .an intertwined
sequence
where v(n)~p(n+ 1), so
<C ;;c
L' M,,(n} = U ML(JI}-
,,-0 n-O
The left hand side of this equality is M." for some v ~ p(n)for all n, while the right
hand side is M« where L = LC....oLCn) is a subset of Ii of cardinality ~~.
Coroliary 4..5. Let M be the N'-union of{M..Iv e 9t}. ~{ not ~ ..generated.
I
O-=.K --jloII c. --.At-+0
"
exact where each CA is N...genetated projective.. Let
m={(L, v)1LSiA, JLI:Eit(,f([.i C... )=M..}
L
ordered by (L, 1')<(L', u') ifand ani}'ifL~L', I1<V' and M"Gl\[.f.-Then K ts the
N..unionof
{K(l.~)=Knll C.lI(L,II)e~} ..
L
Proof. By 4.4, every N'-generated subobject of K is contained in llLeA fot some
(L, lI)e23, aud sinceM isnot ~-generatedt any subset of mof cardinalil1('E::N has
an upper boundin m. Let 58' £:~, I~l~ N'I' £8' directed. Then there is ;&0,. E 2{ with
" ~ &-" for all (A'. "l) em.' and M" = U(A......~'i8.M .... Then
b =( U A 'I' v)
(.1.' ...')E:$"
is an upper bound for~' in m. (or b is anupper bound for m'.foT some b e'SB'J. and
s, =UcEi3·K~ Each s, is N-resolvable by 4.1\1 ~_K is the ~·union of {Kb IbE.!,t3}.
It would be very nice not to have to fuss with the ordering on the indexing set of
an lot-union.. In many applications the indexing set can be {M..} it5elf under s."
Unfortunately, that does not seem to suffice for proving the "moreover" part of the
next theorem in the generality given here.
Theorem 4..6. Let M be the N;..union of. {M~ll'E~}. As..~ume p.d:(M)~k <co.
Then there existsp e 2I such that p.d.(M!M,)~ k.'MoreoveTI' ilMisno. ~-genertued,
and l-t is a regular cardinal; then we mai' in addition delnand that ill" he striclly
~-generalt..;D'I'.
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Proof. IfM is ~-generated, then M :::; M~ for.some II so this case IS trivial. We may
assume M is not No-generated. Let n be the smallest ordinal of cardinality>t't. We
usc finite induction on k to show that ~ contains a chain (£ of order type n such
that, for all Q € (£,. if N; = UBElS,tl<aM,fh then p.d.(r~fl Na ) ~ k and if a #:fl. M a #-
Mp• Then for n' the smallest element of n with N' predecessors, Nn· cannot be.
<N'-generated by the regularity of N', and it is M... for some p as required.
Basis of the induction and a special case. If k = 0, by Kaplansky's theorem
(Lemma 3.8), there exists an exact sequence
O-toK -+lJC" -toM-+O
It
where each CA is l{-geaerated projective and K is N'-genere .ed, (!ndeed K = 0 will
do.) So now let us assume such an exact sequence exists, We do a transfinite
iteration of 4.4.
Using the notation of 4.4!t let AD =L(K,0, p}~ Po = II (K, "11 ,,) fur some "E ~l.
Assume we have, for a en and all f3 < a an element (Aa, vo)e ~ such that
y < {3=>- (A"1'J v..,)< (.I1t1~ VB).
Ifa is a limit ordinal, se t Aa = Uti<aA~ and Va an upper boundof {VB IfJ < a}~ ~(
such that M.".,. = UI'J<~"a. If a = p + 1. since. M;/: M"tJ, there exists I)' with
MI'· g;;M v tJ• Let »" be an upper bound for {ps, p'} in ~! and set Aa; = L(K, As. v"),
POI = v(K, At), v lt ) . Since N: is regular. no set of cardinality <N generates M ..o" and
has projective dimension 0 for all a.
Induction step, M is not projective. Let
O~K--'ll CA-.M~O
II
be exact with C" N-generated projective, If K is N·generated, we have already
proved the result. Otherwise. since p.d.(K):::;p.d.(M)-l, by the induction hy-
pothesis, there exists a chain {(AQ ) va) Ia e fl}~ mwith p.d.(KjKa)~ k -1 where
Ka = Up<J'(tla.... ) such that K CA.~p.) ;2 K lA,.....a) for a > p. By the definition of < on
23, {Va Ia En} is a chain of order type n in~, and {M..... Ia en} also has order type
O. Moreover, for all a En we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and
columns
000
! ~ ~
0-+ K; -+ ll.iC.... -+ iiI -+-0
~ ~ ~
0-+ K -+ Il...C", -+ M ~O
! ! !
0--. KJKa -+ Il1.-xC.l-+ M/ilI-+o
~ ! ~
000
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where Ii= Up<erAa and M=U,<aM.... The last row shows p.d~(MIM):r;k for
any a, and in particular for a =0 n'~
Vlhere do N'-unions come from? One major source is he following
Lemma 4.7. Let {Ne IpE $} be a fami~y of ~ubcJbjects ofM such that M = "f./JE,N,
and X = {F finite ~!J I'f/JEpHs is N-resolvable1 is cofina! in the pose! of all finite
subsets of .!1. Let '2{' be the family 01 all directed subsets Y s X wiJJ IYI ~ N ordered
by c .. Set
~={Ic!J )1=nUYfor some YE~['}.
Order ~ by c. Then 1\{is the N'-union of
Proof. By 4.2, each MJ is N'-resolvable. The other parts of the definition of
~-union are straightforward.
Definition. we will call {M[ II E~ of Lemma 4.7 the derived ~-uniGn 01
{Np If3 E JS}.
Lemma4.8. LeI{Np IfJ E '}be a family o[subobjects0/M satisfyingthe hypotheses
ofLemma 4.7• ....1.ssume everyobject in the derived ~-union has proj$ctiu dimension
~k and ~=~ .... Then for any n E~ and M, in the derived ~ ..... ,.-unio.'J,. P.d.(Ml):~
k+n.
Proof. We first observe that we can form the derived ~v+~-union since K-refolv-
able objects are K,.+n-resolvable. This lemma is then just a special case of Lemma
3.7, a corollary to Auslander's lemma.
The: rest of this section is devoted to examining a special case where the upper
bound of Lenuna 4.8 isalso a lower bound. ·Weget a weird looking theorem (4.10).
Most of the applications in the second part of this paper involve showing that a set
{NoIf3 E .1} satisfies the hypotheses of that theorem.
Proposition 4..9. ut ~ LsM, kEw. and a-tsume p.d.(M), p.d.(N+L), and
p.d.(MIN)~k while p.d.(L)<k. .11Jen p.d.(NnL)<k.
Proof. We will write down three exact sequences. Below each Don-zero object in
those sequences we will write an upper boundfor the dimension of th~t module
with a single underscore if it isdetermined byLemma 3.5 and a double underscore
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if it is computed in an earfier sequence
o~-+ N + L--+M-+M/(N + L)-+O
~k ck ~k+1
O-.(N+L)/N~MIN~M/(N+L)-+O
~k ~i ~k+t
o-~ N f"'\L -+ L -+ (N + L)/N-l>O
~k-I <k "'ik
The last single underscore gives the proposition.
Theorem 4.10. Let k E (tJ and M = r.f3fi<,NIJ~ where, for allfinite F; G s; I, «)~B) ()
CLoNp·) is ~J1-resolvable and has projective dimension :s;k. where an empty inter-
sec/ion is M and an empty sum O. Let {M, II E ~1} be lite derived ~I" + 191)-unioIL"
Assunre for any 1, J e ~(, Fa finite subset of .1', and N p := nlJ€~p:
(A) NpnM, ="iN/JSAf.(NFf'\Np).
(8) p.d.(NFnA-l,)=kifNFnM, is strictly ~ ...-generated.
(C) p.d.(NF n M,) ~ k implies ltlF nM1 is ~v-geneTaled.
(D) Assume N F ,... MJ is strictly ~-generated for N ... <N.
Then ifI 2Jand NF nM, is not ~-generated, there exists a =a(F; J;I)e I such that
NFufa)nMJisslrie/ly ~-generated.
Then for nEw, ifM, is not ~J-gelleraledfor any N'<~..., p.d.(Ml)~n+k<:;>MI;s
~ ...+n-generated.
Proof. Note that M, Is N...+II -genera ted implies U is in the derived l-:I"+n-union of
either {Np IfJ E.1} or the derived Hv-union thereof, so by (B) and 4.8,. p.d.eM,)E;
n+k.
Now Jet p.d.(Mj)~ n +k: If n = 0, ~ is(strictly) N,.-generated by (C). For" > 0,
assume M, is not ~p+n-generated. Then M, is the unionof the Np+.II-unionof
{N,g i f3 e f}. By Theorem 4.6, there is a J 51, IJI= N..+n such that MJ is. strictly
N'..+n-generated and
By (D)~ there must be an a E I with Na nMJ strictly ~ ...+n-genemted. Since
p~d.(N")~k<k+n and ~ and Mj+Na are in the ~v+n-union and so have
projective dimension ~n+k, Proposition 4~9 says p.d.(NQ"...... M;J)<nTk.But
satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. so we can use an induction hypothesis. to
conclude that p.d.(Nc:t n MJ ).< n + k implies NI.'2 "MJ is not strictly N'''+II-generated,
a contradiction.
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Remark 4 ..10"'. If in Theorem 4.10..we replace the deri\.-..:d·(N.·~ 19J)-union by the
derived N,.+n+l-union and modify each finite set called F with the condition IFIE;"ftt
we can draw the same conclusion ~Y exactly the same proof. The set G can also be·
restricted to a cofinal family of finite sums which are N,.-resolvahle.if aU finite sums
need not be.
Part 2: APPLICATIONS
s. Lattices of idempotent generated ideals
In this section, we wiJi examine a situation in which an idempotent generated
ideal of a ring R has projective dimension that can be calculated using 4.10.. 11: this
section "idempotent generated" will mean "generated by a single idempotent".
Let {Np = efJR l e~ = efJ E ItPE m} be a family of idempotent generated "ideals of
R directed under c: such that finite intersections are also generated by idem-
potents, Then each NfJ is t-:_rresolvable and we can form the derived )t'l-union of
this family.
In order to hope to apply 4.10, we must have the properties mentioned above.
Definition.. {N" = epR j e~ = eoe R, {3 E~} is called almost independent provided
(i) For all a, f3 Em, there exists l'E[\ withN~ +Np = Ny-
(ii) For any finite set F ~ 58, npNp isgenerated by an idempotent.
(iii) For every finite set P = F u {.Bh J32} c: 2l, there is an· (at most) countable
A(FI)c=93 such that whenever
n Np n NfJ1g n NJJ n Nih.'
O~F ~eF
then for all l'E 2.\- A(F),
n NfJn Nt3Jn Ny~ n NfJ n Nib ~I NT
P~F P~F
Theorem 5..1. Lei {N~ = eaR Iep ;.::: e~,1 fJ E'iB} be almost- indspendent; and let
{M1 lIs: 23} be the corresponding derived ImJ-union. Then fOT I infinite, p.d.(M,)=
k¢>M, is strictly t-tk-generaled.
Proo.. Conditions (ii and (ii) of the definition of almost independentassure that we
can form the derived.lml-union~ and that the general hypotheses ofTheorem 4.10
are fulfilled. We next look at hypotheses (A) through (D) usingthe notations of that
theorem.
(A) Mr = !!m{Npl f3 E I'} for: somedirected I', so for all N s R, ~ N n M, =
~{N r.Np 1fJ e I'}...
(B) Let NF n M, be eouutably generated. Then there exists 'B countable chain
NPos. N{3l S NtJi ~ •• it ~ M1 SUCh that NF nM[ == Ll;:oNF nNIJ,.... Sinte each NFnNfJI
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is generated by an idempotent, it is a direct summand of R and hence of NF n NlJj+1
Then
co
NFnM,= E9 (NFnNpl.I)/CNFnNI1J
i-O
is projective.
(e) Let NFnM[ be projective but not eountably generated. By Theorem 4.6.
there exists a strictly countably generated NFnMJ sNFnMr such that the quo-
tient is projective, i.e, NF nMJ = NFf"\~EBK, and we have a strictly increasing
sequence
whose union is NF n M J+ Set
A=: U A(Fu{~hP;+l})'
iEW
Then A is countable, and since NF f"\M, is not countably generated 3 'Y E I-A.
But then NF()Nt3~+.~ NFnNfJj implies
for all i E (r) so the projection N of NF f'\ N; on 4-r\[F n M.1 is a strictly ascending union
N= U N.,nNFnNp,
iew
and so not finitely generated, a contradiction.
(D) Let NFnM, be N'-generated. Then we may take Il'~N:. For
A = U A{Fu{a.PH,
a.{JEI
IAI~N'. Let YEm-A. Then {NFnN(J II3EI'~I} generates NFnMr if and only
if {NF n M. nNIJ 'J3. E 11 generates NF n N; n M, by (iii). Any subset of ~ of
cardinality >N contains such a 'Y.
Thus Theorem 5..1 follows from 4.10..
There will be ·an (already known) application of this theorem in section 6. Our
major applications in this section will concern independent sets of idempotent
generated ideals.
Definition. {No = ~~R Ie~ = eo E R, PEm'} will be called independent provided
(i) {Np} generates a lattice of idempotent generated ideaIs,where join= sum and
meet = n. That is, for every non-empty family G of finite subsets of e't
nFliaL,B'e~P = eR for some e = e2. E R..
(ii) For all disjoint non-empty finite sets F and G fi~' tn.se¢~ ~ LyGoe,.R.
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Lemma 5.2.. Lei {NpIpe ei} be an independent family of Idempotent generated
ideals ofR. Set
m={FIFfinite S ~1
and N F = LPE,J'tlP for all F e2:'l.71zen {NF IFE$} is alrriOst.independent a'ldMr in
the derived IQJI-union0/ {NI) IfJE £all is strictly N-generated ifand onlyif ITf = N.
Proof. We remark that {NF IFE m} is a set of idempotent generated ideals directed
under S such that intersections are idempotent generated by the first part o( the
definition of independent. Now let g'=lju{Fh F2}£S8 and set Am')::
{F~ B'IF s;;lJ6'}. a' is a finite family of finite subsets of 23'7 so lJ6'is a finite
subset of ~' and Affi')is a finite subset of 58. If
n NFnNF.g;. n NFI-..NFzr
FEa FElt
let Ge9:]-A(lS'). Then in particular for all FeBu{Fh G}. F'bF2 so 3 aFE
F - F2 - By the independence assumption,
but
showing that the {NF IF.;Q3} are almost independent..
Now let Me =IlJEINp fora subset I of ~'. By assumption no eJl ~ Lperf!JJR for
F~~.B,r-{a}. Were M, N'-generated for ~'<tJll one could find a subset J~l
IJI ~~~ with Mz = ~ but then for a E 1-J, eaR ~ Mh a conrradiction,
We remark that the derived ~-unions of {Np IfJ E ~1 and {Np IFe ID} are
identical and the second portion of the theorem is also true for the latter directed
set - it is just messier.
CoroUary5.3. Let {N~ I{3 e m1 be an independent family of idempoten: generated
ideals ofR, and let {M, (I E~} be the derived liB'l-union. Then for k< co, p.d.(M,)=
k ifand only if II'=N~
Proof. Apply 5.2 and 5.1.
~mma 5..4. Let A be any infinite set Then there exists a family .1ofsubsets ofA
such thatlJ1I=12A I and lor all finite non-empty F,. Os", if FnG=0 then
nCerC'nns eaCA - B) ¢ 0.
Proof. See [18]. There is a bijection: A++T=the set of aU finite subsets of
{f: F-+{O.1} IF a finite subset of A} and to each Cbe2A associate thoseelements
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of A corresponding under this bijection to a set containing a restriction of cPo Those
sets associated to some (f) e 2A form the required family.
Theorem 5.5. Let R be a ring, !£ a complete lattice of idempotent generated right
ideals of R where join =sum, meel= n, and ifNe!£, N=eR., then (l-e)R eiZ
Suppose !£2{eaR Ia E A} where {eo Ia e A} is a set of orlltogonal idempotents,
IAJ~No.
Then R containsa right ideal I with p.d.(l)= k where 12A f= Nk•
Proof. By 5.4, A contains a family 9 of subsets such that for all finite non-empty
dis~oint F and G c= 9,
n A'r') n (A-B)¢0.
A·...F BeG
For each A'E§,let eA,R =-~up{eaR IaeA'} in!£. Let epRSeA,R for ,6eA-A'.
Then
and
contradicting the definition of eA~R. Let F and G be non-empty disjoint finite
subsets of .1. Then there exists
aE n A'/} n (A~B), and eaE n eA,R,
A·"F BEG A\;F
but
CoroUary5.6. Let R be a von-Neumann regular, right.seJf-injective ringcontaining
an infinil~ set {eo Ia E A} ofonhogonal idempotents such that (2A I= ~k' Then R has
a right ideal I with p.d.(l) = k.
I!'roof. The principal (idempotent-generated) right ideals of R form a complete
lattice,wheresup isinjective hull, and if eR isin the lattice for e = e2 t so is (1- e)R.
Apply 5.5.
CoroUary 5.7. Let R contain as a subringILeARa where 12Al;:;Kk > N'o. Then R"
containsan ideal I with p.d.(I) = k:
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Proola (See [12]). The characteristic functions of subsets of A generate a lattice L
of idempotent generated ideals satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 55. Even if
1e ILeARa goes to E = E Z #:1 e R, the argument of 5.5 goes through with 1
replaced by E and all idempotents eeER replaced by eE, which generates the
same right ideal.
6. Hochschild dimension of field extensions
Let A be an algebra over a field F.. Then A is a bimodule over the ring A®FAOP~
and we define the Hochschild dimension OT bidimension of A, denoted bi-dimF(A)
or simply bi-dim(A) if F is clear, b)'
bi-dim(A) = p.d.A@FA""P(A).
We will be concerned here with thecase that the algebra isa field extension Kover
F such that
transcendence degree KIF = n
and, if B is a transcendence basis for Kover F
dimension K/F(B)= N'1r..
If n < co and No ~ toea this is equivalent to K is generated as a field extension of F
by a set of cardinality Nh but by no fewer elements. The classical result on
bidimensicn of fields states that bi-dim(K)= O¢:>K is a finite sepal able algebraic
extension of F.
In this section we calculate the bidimension of K for all field extensions byfilling
in one final gap ill our knowledge of this dimension. Specifically we get
Theorem 6..1. Lei I< 00. Then bi-dim(K) = I~ K is locally separably generated and
1= n+k+l.
Much of the proof of this theorem has already been done by Rosenberg and
Zelinsky [17] and Osofsky [13]. We first list some results from these papers and the
basic lemmas needed in their and our proofs.
Let us fix some notation. The letters k,' n, 1; K will have the meanings given
above. The letter L will be used to denote subfields of K containing F.. @F will be
denoted simply @. R will denote the ring K®~ and 1 the kernel of the multi-
plication map JL:R~K. Thus
is exact, For x E K, we have an obvious element in I.. denoted by ~ namely
x=x®1-1®x.
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Lemma 6.2. LeIF £L r= K, S;::;L®L Then R isa free S-module with basis
B={u®v Iu, VE C}
where C is a basis for Kover L
Proof. Let x = La;u;, y = L{3jVj E K, {a,}.u {Pi}~ L, {Ui} U {VJ}S; C Then
x®y = LL(Ui®Vj)(al®l)(l®f3I)~
i i
so C spans R. Now let
L(u.@v/)s;j= 0,
If Uie {Uj 11 :$ j ~ n}~ lliL (ir.;1I.;L =0 so regardless of the Sip for a fixed first
component u = "1, :L(U®Vj)Sij = O. Similarly, for a fixed v = vp (U®V)Sij:::;:O. Since
u® v is a unit in R~ Si) = 0 for aU i and j.
Lemma 6.3. LeI FsLc K, S=L®FL TIlenfor any S-module M,
and
p.d-sCInS):=p.d.R«I (5)· R)= bi-dim(L)-l.
Proof.. The extension O--+-S~R is faithfully flat so we could quote standard
results, but in this case it seems easier to give a proof.
Let .. ·-+Pn~·· ---+Po~M--+O be an S-projective resolution of M. Then
.. ·~Pn®sR-~-· '--+Po®sR--+(M)®sR-+O is an R-projective resolution and
Pn®sR is a direct summand of a free R-modL:le¢;)Pit is a projective S-module.
Moreover,
0--+(/ nS)®sR~-+S@sR--+L®sR-~O
is exact, and
(I nSi~sR =(1nS)®s LSb===L(1tiS)· 5b=(1nS)· R
B B
since each b E B is a multiplicative unit in R, giving the remainder of the lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let F ~ Ls: K be field extensions. 711en
bi-dim(L):S:;: bi-dim(K).
Proof. Let O--+Pr:~· . ·~R->K-+O be an R-projecti-ve.rCl~lution of K: Then as
an L@L-module, Pn isprojective so P.d.l@L(K)~ n. ButLugz. isa direct summand
of Kl.@Lo
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Proof" K®LKand R are isomorphic to the free group F Oil the set K»: K 'modulo
relations of bilinearity and middle associativity.. Let u = })~%i+rSjZJ belong to the
kernel of F--+.K®l-K where the Ii are relations expressing Iineariiy and the :''j
relations of the fonn (ora, y)- (~ ay) with a e L The T; already go to zero in R, and
the Sl go to elements of the form(a01-10a )(x®y).
Lemma 6..6.. If L=F(x), kemel.(R~K@LJ()=iR. Ifx is transcendetual ouer L;
x;S Mol a unitnora zero divisor on R ([13], Lemma 2).
Proof. Let o e L: Then a=pJq for some p.qeFlx], q#O, and aR =
(p®q-q@j7)(q-l@q-I)Rso by 6.5 we need only show p@q-q®p is jn xR. By
biadditivity, p®q-q®p is a linear combination over F of tensors ~i®L/-:xI®%i
which is 01 the fonn ±(l®xk-xk @ l ) · (XI®X I) for l=min{i,j}~ But
l@xk-xlt@l =(l®x-x®l)· L' x'®xi
J+j-k-I
so iR contains ex for all a E L Let X(EUi® Vi)=0 where lUi} are linearly indepen-
dent over F and ilVi ¢O~ Then O=IxUi®Vi-l:UI®XV;, AssUJD-': xu. El:usF for
i < ~ Then XUn is a linear combination of {xup u, Ij> n], say
Replace Uti by u; +Lj>lIui/Jjin an expression fOT 1:Ul® Vi as a sum Qf tensors. with
linearly independent u,'s, Then there is a matrix'A with respect to these new Ui'5
such that det(xI - A)= 0 is a monic polynomialequation for x:
LeDJDUl 6.7. LeI K=L[O] where (J is purely inseparable of degree p ooer L Then
K®LK is an attinian ring with precisely one isomorphism class ofsimple modules.
Proof.. Let O~J~K®LK--t-K-.O be exact. Since [K:L]=p and [K@LK:L]=
p1., {J:L]=p. Then 6=8G)1-I®8 is a non-zero nilpotent element of J and
J=lJ·K®c..K is nllpotent: Thus K , is the unique simple K@LK-moduJe, and
K®LKhas composition length 2.
umma 6.8. IrKis no~ locallysepaTab'y generated, then bi..dim(Kj =- 00, and ifK is
finite separable algebraic; K®K is semisimple artinianand hence bi-dim(K)=O.
This (emma will' not be proved here.For a proof see (17], Theorem 9 and [4],
Theorem 4.1.
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Lemma 6.9. Let T be any ring, and letx E T be central, a non-unit, and not a zero
dioisor: Set T*= TlxT. Let O,pM be a T*-module with p.d.~(M)= k <OC'. Then
p.d.TCM)= k + 1..
For a proof, see {6].
CoroUary 6..10. LetX be a transcendence basis [or Kover F will! P.d.g@FtX)..&:K) = I.
Then bi~dim(K) = I +[XI.
Proof. Assume IXI < co. If IXr= 0, there is nothing to prove. Now use induction on
'Xl. Let x e X By the induction hypothesis,
P·d.K®F(..~K) = 1+lXI-I.
By 5.7, K€JF($.)K =R/£R where x is not a unit and not a zero divisor. By 6.9,
p.d'R (K)= 1+Ixl.
If X is infinite, for any finite set G s;X, bi-dim(F(G»)= 101 by the above. 6.4
then says bi-dimK ~'GI,. so bi-djmK = 00.
Lemma 6..11. Let K be separably generated algebraic over F: Theil bi-dim(K)=
n+k+l..
Proof. Let .1={L lFs=Lc: K; [L:F] <co}. !J is a directed set under s .. For each
Le!l, (L®Lnl) is generated by an idempotent eL by 6.8,. where eLR =xR for
some x with L = F[x]. Indeed, every principal ideal of L®L n 1 isgenerated by an
idempotent so the same ?~ true for R. For any finite set {Lil, F({LiH is a finite
separable extension of F andso has onlya finite set A({Li}) of subfields. Now
" IIn e,fi () eLR~ n eL.R n eL,R
i-I i-I
if and only if
"n eL, • eL . (l-eL')#: O.
i-I
IfL"=F[x]eA({I...}u{L,L'}),then for any 0 ji!!LuJ®vJeF[{Lif t;L'}],{Uj} linearly
independent over F,
.fa:uJ®Vj)=L,xuj®vJ-Eu/EJXVj
bas linearly independent first components and so IS not zero, and hence
eL..Q:Uj®VJ)#:. o. In particular,
It
IT e~ • eLl. e£,,· (l-eL')#O
i-I
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so
" "euR n n eL..R (\ eLR~ eL-R IIn etfi neLoR
i-t igl
and {eLR ILeJi} is almost independent. Apply 5.1 plus the observation that 1 is
strictly ~k-generated if and only if [K:F] Jll:loti; to get p.d(l) = k and p.d.(Rjl);:::
bi-dim(K)= k + 1 if k > -1. If K is finitely generated, bi-dim(K)= 0 = -1 + 1
completing the proof of 6.11.
We have completed our preliminary lemmas and are ready to proceed withthe
proof of Theorem 6.1. Let 1<00, bi-dim(K)=:; L'By 6.8, K is locally separably
generated, Hence we need only show that, for Jocallyseparably generated K.
bi-dim(K)= n+ k+ 1.. This is true if K is separably generated by 6.10 and 6.11.
Moreover, if6.1 holds for all finite k; then for k infuUtc bi-dim(K)= co by 6..4.. Thus
we may assume k < 00. The proof iscompleted by
Proposition 6.12. LeI K be a locally separably generated field extension of F with
transcendence basis X, [K:F(X)]:=N,b where !XJ and k<co. Then bi-dim(K)=
lXI+k+L
Proof.. Let ;XI::;n and let L be the separable closure of F(X) in K By 6.10 and
6.11, bi-dimL=n+l+l, where [L:F(X}]=~,. For any.L'? .f''(X)s.L'f;.~ set
Ic= (1 ( ,L'®L')R. Let L' be any subfield of K containing F(X)t [L':F(X)] = N'np
Then Ie is the N'-l union of{Iv" F(X)~L"£L~.IL~:F(X)]<ocl}lI since L-@L- is
noetherian shows each fL " is N_1~generated and so by 3.5 l1 p.d.(IL·)~ n +m.
In particular, if L'2. L is N,-generated. bi-dim(L') = n + I + 1.. Assume bi·dim(K);I-
n + k +1. Replace K by'a subfield with smallest possible dimension over L such
that the proposition fails. Thus we may reduce to the case
n + I ~ 1 :.E::bi-dim(K)'Si n + k + 1< co
and for any m < Ie. if L f;L'r=.·K and [L':L]=~'"' then bi-dim(L')= n -I m+1. If
bi-dim(K)=n+ln+l where l-a m'<k; observe that 1 is the Nm-union of (IL , , LS
L'E 1(. [L':F(X)) = N'm}where the indexing set is ordered by s. By Theorem 4.6l1
there is an 1.: in this indexing set with p.d.(lIIL.)~n+m. (That I;,. is strielly
Nm-generated isautomatic in this ease.) Since K ispurely inseparable over 1.., K is
purely inseparable over L', so there exists 8 e K - L'7 tJPE L'· where p is the
characteristic of F. Set
K'=L'(8}. R'=K'(8)K'. I'v-R'rvl, N'=[L·nR'sl'..
O~I'-+R'-+K'-+O is exact, so p.d..R,(I')=bi-dim(K')-l and by-Lemma 6.3.
p.d.R·(I')=p,d.RCFR). By 6.7, ,R.'IN' is an artinian ring with a unique simple
module K', and p.d.R ,(K ') ; ·lI+m +1 by our induction hypothesis. Sinee 1 is
generated by 8 over N'.. ,I'/N' has finitecomposition,length (actuallyl).lndnci::on
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on composition length shows p..d.R,(l'/N')=m+n+I.. Apply @R·R to the exact
sequenceofideals of R'
0-+ N'~]' --Jo1'/N'-+O
to get an exact sequence
where, by the ireeness of Rover R', p.d.R(I'/N')@R,R = m+n+I.. But
p.d.(I/IL+) ~ m +n; p.d.(IK·)= m +II, and p.d.el);:::; m + n. From the exact sequence
0--+ IK°-+ 1--+Ij1x'-ioO and 3.5, we see p.d,(IIIK·)~ m + n + 1. and from
0--. IK,/IL'-'J>1/Ic~ II IK+~O
we see p.d.(llIx') = (m +n + 1)+ 1, since p.d.(IK·/Iv) = m + n + 1>p.d.(I/IL·) . This
contradiction completes the proof of 6.12 and6.1.
7. Group algebras and twistedgroup algebras
Let (G, ",e) be a locally finite group, that is, every finite subset of G generates a
finite subgroup. Let K be a field such that either
(a) The order of any element of G is a unit in K or
(b) G is a group of auromorphismsofK ..
Let R = KIGJ be the ring whose additive group is a right vector space over K
with basis G and whose multiplication is defined by aa .. TP = OT .. al3 in case (a)
and aa : T{3=crr+T(a)f3 in case (b) where a,f3eK and u, TE G. The two cases
bear a very striking resemblance as far as this paper is concerned, and so will be
handled together as much as possible.
Lemma 7.1. R is a von-Neumann regularring.
Proof. Let x=L~·~I~aIER, and let H be the subgroup generated by {u; 11 ~i:G
n}. By hypothesis H is finite, and R':;;K[H] is a subring of R. In case (a) it is
semisimple by Maschke's theorem (see [7]). In case (b) it is (semi)simple since it is
artinian of compositon length ~[K[ H] :K]= fHJ and has a faithtulirreducible
module K since automorphisms of K are K -linearly independent.. In either case,
there exists y e K[H]such that xyx= x.
In particular, the principal right ideals of R fonn a lattice of Idempoten t
generated ideals.
Let H baa finite subgroup of G..Set In = ~EJPE R. We note an idempotent et-l
generating xHR. In case Cal, en·=xilllHIwill do. In case (b). eH· = XnQ will' do~;
wheree is an element of trace lover the fixed field oiH.
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For X any subset of R, let Xl denote the left annihilator orK,.and xr the right
annihilator of ...~ namely
X l = {rER Itt·=0 for all xeX}
r={TER Ixr=O forallxEX}.
We observe that if. X :; eR for some e= e2 E R, X lr= (eR)It=(R(l-e»t= eR
that is, the doubJe annihilator condition holds.
Lemma 7.2. (xnR)' = LEz:R(l-0) [o« all finite subgroups HS G where F is any
subset ofH generating H.
Proof. Let ueH. Tnen(l-a)xH=xH-XH;:::OSO~e,R(l-G)s(xHR)lif FsH
Then
( L R(1-u),r ~(xHRY"=(I!IlRyt=eHR=xlIR.·
ueR ~
Ifwe can show equality of these right annihilators, taking left annihilators will give
the result since the idempotent generated left ideal
rt
L R(l-u)= ( L R(l-CT)\ •
aeF uaF J
Now let (1-u)(l:7_11i-Q'i)=:O for all ueF, where F generatesH ThenH acts on
{":"i11 ~ i ~ n}, and any two elements in the same orbit have the same coefficient. By
renumbering if necessary" we can let {Tkll ~ k ~ m} be a set of representatives of
the orbits of 11 on h'i 11 ~ i :Ei n}.Then
II m
~ TjQ'i == L XH'TkU /"
i-I k.al
and
( ~ R(l_<:r)\r=XHR..
u€F ~
completing the proof.
Corollary 7.3. 1.£1 F = {1:l;}be a finite family offinite subgroups 01 G~The;z
n xHR=xunR
H~.F
where <lJP) is the subgroup ofG generated by the subgroups {Hi}~
Proof. For each uEUF;. (l-O')(flElepXH R )= Oso
(n XHR)':2 (xuFft)l,
HeF
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If{Til: 11 ~ k e: In} is a complete set of coset representatives of H in <UF),
so the reverse inclusion holds.
Proposition 7~4. Assume G contains a fanlily {Hi \ i E JI} of non-identity ii.nile
subgroups of G such that
(A) For all finite F s::J~ (Hi lieF)n(~ Ij E 9 - F) = {e].. and
(B) For 11/1 finite F S!J, "LiePH,R "# R.
Then R contains an ideal I with p.d.(l) = k; where 1.11 = N'".
Proof. Set I = l.i€"xH,R.By 5.3 and 7.1, it is sufficientto prove {XH,R liE JS} arl~
independent. Let FI and F2 be non-empty disjoint finite subsets of !J. We rnus.
show
By 7.3, the left hand side is x(H11 leFI)R.
Set G'={hjljEF~, R'=K[G']. Since 1 eLjeF:lXH~' 1 eLj~nXHft', so-there
exists / = [2 E R'- {O, I} such that LjEF..XH,R' = fR'. Then 1-f = Luaa ,. U E G' ~ some
au '# 0 and (1-nLJEFz.XH~ -= 0 but(1- flX(Hj lieF,) ¢ 0 since for every non-zero Qcn
the coefficients of the coset u(H; liE F I ) in (1-nX(HjIlEO F.) are all non-zero.
I conjecture that condition (A) of 7.4 implies condition (B), specifically that there
is an idempotent f generating LieptH~ of the form
f=eao+ L (xH.-e)a.+ L (x(El..~)-XH.-xIlJ+e)a;j
ieF i~1
i.,jf!F
where ()I~ # 0 (or all c/J E 2': If this specific fonn holds for IFl= n -1, and jf
ti:XHft .'l xy..R is generated by an idempotent rof the same form in eH,.R~ then
the conjecture is true in general. For example,
XHl R +xHzR =XIi.PI+xH::I32 - X(H,.H~fj3
where Pi is 1/1HiJ, i =1,2 and f3l:= l/J(Hb H:JI in case (a), and Pi has trace lover
the appropriate fixed field in case (b) although in general this element is not
idempotent.
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CoroUary 7,,5.. LeI {Hi lie J5} .satisfy (A) of 7..4 and HX = Hili fOT' all i; j E §~
(That is, {h.hj lh, E H~ e:: i; j} is asubgrollp of G}-Then R "contains an Ideal of
projective dimension k; where J~J = Nko
Pmof. Let F be a finite subset of .fI., p == char(K).. Let F = {iE F I fl1J~». Then for
each ; E F', I/f~J is in the prime field of·K and so in the center ofR, and for all
i. j E ~ i y!j~ XH~HJ = XHj.Hj -: XHrH.i" Then
is a non-zero element in the left annihilator of LieFxnft.
CoroUary7.6.. LetG be an abelian torsion group, IGI =N'i;~No. Then gl.d.(K(G]) =
k+L
Proof.. (For an alternate proof, see [3]). Since [X[GJ: K]= Kb every right idea! in
the regular ring R is generated by ~N" elements, so Every ideal has projective
dimension ~k by 3.7. Then gJ.d.(R)~k+ 1 by [1]. G as a Z-module can be
embedded. in a coproduct of copies of the countable group Q/Z in such a way that
the indexing set is a maximum independent family of cydic .subgroups of G.,. say
{Hi liE .9}, then lGJ~t-to· 1.1J. If G iscountable, every ideal of R is projective so
gl.d.(R)= 1,andotherwise fGJ = IJllJ. By7.5,p.d·(Lle,xH,R)= k;so gI.d.{R)~k +1.
CoroUary 7.7.. Let {Hi" i E.,sJ} satisfy CA) ofProposition 7.4 and char(K) IfHJI for all
i E!J. Then R contains an ideal I with fi:d.(1)= k; where loll= Nl.
Proof.
for all finite F f;;1.
Indeed these corollaries can be somewhat strengthened.
Theorem 7..8. Lei char(K) = p: Assume G is generated by a family fU lie.1} of
finite subgroups satiSfying
(a) If i; j E .9 and p'11<Hb ~)J. then 8I~ = H)/I
(b) IfF and F' are disjoint non-elnpty finite subsets of.!J such thatpI J(IIi;"; EF}l
a"dpfl(~ )jeP)I, thenpflCHiI ieF)n(~ IjeF)f.
Then gJ.d.(R)=k +1 where IGI = N"j:.
Proof. The proposition is true for.k~O, ·and.gl.d.(R)~k:i-l follow as in earlier
remarks.
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So we may assume Gis infinite and we need only find a right idealof dimension
»k. We first" break the. characteristic p>O case into two parts. (Of course condition
b) here can only apply in the case of a twisted group algebra.] Let
if= {X= {Fa 1a E ~} Ii; disjoint finite subsets of!J,
p I(If; I;E Far) foran Q E ~}.
Then () is vacuously in fi~ and ais an inductive poser under ~. Let X be a maximal
in rr.
Case (i). IXJ~IGJ. Set H; =(H, liE Fa} for all a e~}f. Then pifHal for aU a e 2l,
but for any non-empty disjoint finite ~ F' £ ~l, p f1(H.Jr Ia e F) f)(Hp IPE FJ)f.Set
Ia = r (l-g)R,
S'EOH..
1= L 10."
crE~ -
By the left-right analog of 7.2, if P £: £tl is finite z..PEPlfj = (RxCHtJ l/lf:"F)Y. Since
for any fir-He H ~ G RxH ·= RUHX1'l where UH is an clement 4Jf trace lover the fixed
field of H, and UnXH is idempotent, Lp eF 1p = (1- upxCH.1IJEF")R for some Uj;'"E K
Moreover,
X(Hn IoEF) E n fa
aEF
for all finite F ~ Wsince xHoX(l·~ .. l AfiOF} = IHgrlx(H..'~fioF) = 0 forall a e F.
IfFnF'=0,
(1- UF'X<HjJ IfJer»x(H",.1o EF) =xcH.. llAfiOF}-Up· c.(xculJ IlJeF}nCH.1 aeF)fC.2
where Cl is a sum with coefficients =1of left coset representatives of (H13 JPE.F')II
(Ha Ia E F) in (Hp IJ3 E F~)~ and C2 is a sum of right coset representatives. clf the
intersection in (H; Ia E F). Since
:.:::
upc.(xcHIIIItI£F')n(Ha- Iae:F» C2 =-=
= upl(Ho J{3 E F'} f"\ (He. Ia E F)fxuralth:;F")C2~ 0,
Apply 5.2 and 5.1.
Case (ii). IXI<IGJ. Since G is generated by {Hi I ie.1} and r(Hj IjEU):>J~
NoIXI, I(Hi I;e:J-UX)1 = 101, and no subproduct of smaller cardinality generates
G. Let 9r~J'-UX be such that the indexing of {Hi I je~~} is 1...1 and every i~ for
i E !J-Ux is in {~ I;E ~'}. Then the order of every element in /ff;I i E .f') is
relatively prime to p, and H;~.::;: H;HI for all i,j E .1'.
For any finite set /3 s.!l',set
NIJ= E (l-g)R.
.cE(H~ I felJ)
Then {Np J/3 a finite subset of of'}is directed under ~ and generates a lattice 01
idempotent generated ideals. Moreover. Ns is generated by an idempotentfs"where
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(1-!/J)= X<HlIIEf3) • tIleR; I i ejl)l, and flJf.., ,=I~/tJ for all {J. 'Y fin'ite subseiSo"'?'" so
NflnN.,=tfJ/yR.ASsume
niln N/J' n ,N4Z1 ~ n Nfll n NCI2•
i~J i-I
Then n;-lf/J" faz· (l-foJFO. Let
H=(~ ljeUiPi 11~r~n}u{ah (r2})
and
A={ie,?'1 ~sH}
Then A is finite. Let 'Y e!l' - A. Observe that f~ =0 if and onlyifx e (l-/y)R if
and only if x E xH-rR if and only if-.Ily acts on the,support of x ={ue G Ix =Luacr
with tl.T :r= O}, and coefficients are the same on each orbit. Since geH implies g does
not act on the support of n~-ifpl· fa• • (1-faJ, and
If 1"1 ..
fy Ilfili'faa· (l-f02)~ 'N,.nn NJJ~nNQ1-Nynn NtJjnNaz.
i-I ' i-I i-I
{Nt!IfJ a finite subset of .sI'} is almost Inde~.~nQent. By 5.1, p.d.o:N'p)= k where
LN,l3 is strictly totA;-generated. But for any subset .!J"of :I'with1.1"1< IGJ. there exists
j e.1t such that Hj ~ (Ht Ii e $") and so NCii ~ 'T.,SG,·NfJ• Thus ~{Je~,NfJ is strictly
IaI-generated.
8. Anapplication to semi..hereditaiy rings
Let R be a ring such that each finitely generated right ideal of oR is projective. If
N 1 and N2 are finitelygenerated right ideals, the exact sequence
0--+N I r.N2~ N. ¢JN~.....-i> N. +N2--+O
splits, so N I n N2 is finitely generated. Thus {N c: R IN finitely generated} isclosed
under sums and intersections I and consists of projective right ideals. We Willobtain
some information on tile projective dimension of ideals of such a ring based GO an
idea found in [16}. .
The way hi which Theorem 4..6 was stated in section 4 is inadequate for this
section, so we restate what we actually proved.
Theorem 4.6'. Let Jl{be the t-t-union of{M.. ) 11 e 2l}~ M not N-:generated, P..(J.lM)~
k < co, :le~. 'Then there'eXists a chain {Va Ia e fl}s:; :~ ofupperboundsofllwhcre
flis the first ordinal of cardinality' >N and M .._ ~M;JJ ifa <"13 suCh IIUu.: for any
«::;: n,p.d.(M/Up<JH..,.') Ei k: '
The proof follows Theorem 4.6.
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Proposition 8.1.. Let n, k; k' E Cl.l, k.< k', M = L.sE,N(3J where {Nt) 1,8 eJl} is closed
under sums and intersections, and such that Nil is ~ ..-resolvahle and has projective
dimension r:;;k. Let {Mt II E W} be c: the derived (N'" ""')-union; where ~! consists
of all subsets I' c.J such that {NtJ If3 E l'} is closed under SUI1JS and intersections.
ASSUI1JC for any I E ~l witltM not lll~ generated,
(A') p.d.{Np +M1):s; p.d.(M1) for all fJ E.!J.
(B') p.d.(M,)~ k' ifM1 is strictly ~"+I-generaled.
(C') If M1 is sirictly ~v+t'+I-generated for o~ t~ n; then there exists a chain
{Mr.}, orderisomorphic tothe setDc ofall ordinalsQ' with let I<.t{I"+/'+19 contained in the
derived N..+t'..union of {No Ip E .I}, such that M1 := UaEn~l", and far all a E n~ and
Nfl c::1fIl" ifa is the supremum of a chain of order type fl'-l and Nflr£;;M1a'l then
NBnUlJ<aM1a: is strictly ~ ..+~~generated_
Then i/Mr is not N...n-ge'ferared,p~d.-(MI ) ~ k' +n,
Proof. We observe that the passage from the derived eN,.. •191)-unionto the same
set indexed by a somewhat smaller subfamily of subsets of .!J does not affect auy
properties of the derived (N'~ -l..~l}-union. We also note that the derived N'IJ'+~+J-
union of the chain {Mr.J is obtained simply byadding unions at limit ordinals, and
in a chain with no largest element, any M/Q• Nhich contains UIJ<~I~ must also
contain MIa.
Assume the proposition is false. Then there exists an integer n such that M, is
not N'a-+rgenerated implies p.d.eM,)~ k'+ f for all t < n, but there is an I' with Ml'
not N'~I1-generated and p.d.(MI')= Ir. < k'+n. If M
"
is not N:",...n+l-generated (or if
h < k'). there exists MJ in the derived NV+~+I-union (respectively the derived
N'..+l-union) such that M} is strictly ~v+n+l-generated <N'v+l-generated) and
p.d.(M,1MJ):S: h. From the exact sequence
O~ M J -~ M1 -+- MIlM J 00070
and 3.5, we see that p.d.(MJ ) ~ h, so we may use a strictly ~p+n+ I-generated Mr and
assume h ~k'!I n >0. By (C). there is a chain {l\1j... 1a e lln} in tbe derived N'..+n-
union of {J\T; Ii E I} such that for a the supremum of a subchain of order type fln - t
and N;~ MJ.. (or i e I, then N, "U,6<~JpI is strictly N..-+n-generated.By 4.6'. there
exists a E Dm a the supremum of a chain of order type fln - h such that
p.d.(MtIUtJ<JW'J,,)~ fl. Since M1 is not N,.+n-generated, there exists N,SM1J
N1 ~ MJa- Sinceh ~ k'> k and p.d~(Ni +UJJ<~JtJ ~ p.d.(lJp<.J\1Jp) ~ 14 by 4.9.
p.d.(Njrl U M.1p)~ h -1 ~ k'+n -1,
J3<n
contradicting the minimality of n,
DefinitioD.. Let M be an object in an Abelian category .sit.. A set of subobjects
{Mi liE .9} will be called independent if the sum L1E~ is direct. This is not. to be
confused with the use of independent in Section 5, where sums were emphatically
not direct. This use of the word ismore in the spirit of category theory, whereas the
meaning in Section 5 came from set theory and Boolean algebra.
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Let {~ ii 1':.1} be a family of subobjects of'.M. ByZorn's lemma, every indepen-
dent subset {Nk IkE11 where 9' c:::~ can be-enlarged to a maximal independent set
{~ljEc1}, and for any tes with N,¢O, O"yf;N;r.Lje,Nt
Proposilicn 8..2. Let M = z:»: where each N; is ~,,- generated: Assume thiu for
any n<~E6J and 1~9 ,witli Ill:E;K..-+," there exists some maximal independent
family {l\j+LiEIN,liall in MfiiE,N, where"IJI:e;:~..+n+i .. Then ifM jj<striclly
Nv+r+]- generatedfor t~ l, thereexists a chain
such that ifMo= Lie/oN., then M = Uo<a,M"a and for all a =ilr and N, c:At, ifa is
the supremum of a chain of order type Dt - I and ~~MQ1 then ~nU~'~~lf is
strictly N,,~rgenerated.
Proof. Without loss of generality, IJlI= Np+I'+-1 and !J is well ordered oy the first
ordinal with that cardinality.. that is,
.1 = H"ta E nt'}.
Assume we bave {It' IfJ < a} withthe desired properties. Set
J(O)= U lp u{i~ \ P =Siflt - 1+a}.
fJ<g
Then IJ(D)'= N'..-+,.. By transfinite indur..rtion on D,.-h we will define a chain
{J{J3) , f3 E flr- 1} of subsets of I with IJ(J3)f= N'..t-r for each fJ via the rule:
If] (y) has been defined for an "y < IJ, ~et
be a well ordering of U")'<",J(y). For li e~f.!:'-h let K(~)=rl'<aNjy and L(c5)s;.1,
IL(8)1~N" ..+rt such that {Ni+K(o)J iEL(l:.)} is a maximal independent subset of
{N'i+ ~~(6j \ i e.9} in MIK(a). Set
.J(p)= U J(y)v{L(y)' 'YEn:-I}~
Y<IJ
Since J(J3) is a union of sets of cardinality :$.N"'+i,with indexing set of cardinality
~t';""+l't JJ(J3)r~N&'+t' so we may continue the process..
Set Ia=U."en,._,;J(-y). Since ;oe" is in JCD UaeJlr1a=Jf.. If "ie9 and a is the
supremum of a chain of order type n~-h then 1\l,nUp::::P#J'isK,.+,_I-gererated
implies N:nUp<~ c.flI;a'for some a't and forthat a',.
N;nMp'~ L ~
jeJ(y) ,
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for some 'YE nt-II and there is a subset L c I(1') such that JLJ ~ N'.-+t'-I and
N, nMa'~LJf!LNr In the well ordering {ja 10e D.t-I} used to define 1(1+1) from
J(,,») L is contained in "i.P<~~"fJ for some SEn~_I. But then
N (') '\:' N-c ~ N·,
~ L. J - L. JIJ'
jeu'6) (J<3
so by the maximal independent property, N. ~ Lp<'6~~ ~ : MR'.
Theorem8.3.. Let M = Lie"M) where {Ni lie.1} IOTln a lattice of finitely generated
projectioes,where a join = sum and meet = n. Assulne everyprojective subobject ofM
is N..-generatedandlor any k > 0 and r!';9., N,. ~ L.jE r~ is N..+k - generatedimplies
a marlmol independent subset of {Ni +NI'l i E I} in M/Nr has cardinality ~~ ...+k+l.
Then p.d.(NJ +N,.) ~ p.d.{NJ .) for all {i}u r C s. I1'1 ~ N,,+nt implies that ifM is not
N...~,.-generated, p.d.(M)~n+ 1.
Proof. Set k =0 and k' = 1 in 8.L OUf hypotheses include the general hypotheses
(A') and (B'), and Proposition 8.2 gives (C). Apply 8.1.
CoroUary 8..4. (i) Let R be a semihereditary domain or any commutative semi-
hereditary ring all of whose projective ideals are finitely generated such that every
element is contained in only countably many maximal ideals. Then for I an ideal of
R, p.d.{I) =k + 1 ifand only ifI is sirictly ~Ir.-generated.
(ii) If R is a commutatioe von Neumann regular ring with no uncountable set of
orthogonal idempotents and at most N'I maximal ideals, then for any ideal 1.
p.d.(l):::: k ifand only if I is siric/I}"~k-generated or k = 0 and 1 ls finitely generated.
Proof. (i) The finitely generated ideals of R fonn a Janice {N);e9} of pro-
jectives, and projective ideals are finitely generated by the dual basis lemma in the
domain case, or by hypothesis. Moreover" by 3.7.. p.d.(l) ~ k + 1 if I is N'k-
generated. Thus if the theorem fails and 1 is a counter-example for minimal k,
VI'So 1, I' strictly Nk_l-generated implies p.d.(I')~ p.d.{JI+ J\1i) for all finitely
generated M. Theorem 8.3 will complete the proof as soon as we show that for any
non-zero ideal I's 1, IIl' has countable maximal independent family of finitely
generated submodules. For each maximal ideal M 21'. if 1M/1Mis not zero,. select
XM E R such that Xu does not go to zero in 1M!Ik. Then LuXMR is countably
generated. Let x E I - I'. Then since Ru has linearly ordered ideals, "M such that
(xR)M~IM' (xR)un(xMR+i')M is not ccntained "in 1Mso xR",,(xMR+I')~I'.
Pick a maximal independent subset of {xuR +1'1 M;2 I', M maximal} to get a
countable maximal independent subset of III', The proof of the second part is the
same withsubscripts on alephs increased by 1 throughout,
CoroUary 8.5. Let [be an ideal in a valuation domainR. Then p.d.(I)= k +1¢:) lis
strictly ~k-gene'QtetL (See (10]).
Projtcti~ dinutuwn cf:"nice)' llniom
Proof. A valuation domain is semihereditary withonlyone maximal ideal.
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There is an alternate way of arrivingat 8.5 which is included here because it
involves a slightly different generalization of known work.
Lemma 8.6. Lei kl = LJadtNcn wlu..re {No la E U} is linearly ordered by c,
p.d.(Nn)~h for all a,. and each. M~ is ~ ..-resoloabte: Assulne for every,M, in the
derived l~tJ~union' wUlIlvl, not ~-g,!neratedfor any ~ <~~ we have p.d.(Mi)=kif
and o1J/}' ifM, is strictly N'".-generated. Then for~ll nOll{'- generatedfor any N'< ~Pf
p.d.(lvlt ) = k +n ifand only lfM1 is strictly N...n - generated.
Proof. The linear ordering means N,. n NIJ equals one of NO' frffJ.Hence (A) and
(D) of4.10 are immediate.. and (B) and (C) are hypotheses.
8.5 follows from8.6 with t'....;;;; -1 and k =: O.
Corollary 8.7. LeI D be a totally ordered set" N" lite cardinality ofa cofinal subset of
minimal cardinality. Then the largest non-vanishing derived functor of limD is
1iJT!~+J). (See [8]).
Proof. (Sketched), Let A be the category of modules over the additive category
ZD (or RD for R a ring) and ~ the module taking the value 1 at each object of D.
Then zl is the linearly ordered union of{Nar = HomZD(ta; }Ia ED}, a submodule is
projective if and only if it is finitely generated, and zi is strictly NJI-generated. By
8.6, p.d.(.d) = n + 1. Thus Ext...·H(d.. ) # 0 but Ext"+::!(~ ) = 0.: One checks that'
HomZDft.1, ) is naturally equivalent to'l~~ so Ext1l:(.1, ) isnaturally equivalent to
Jim~) •.--.
The extension of 8.7 to the non-linearly ordered case can be found in [9].
CoroUary 8..8. LeI E bea lattice Df commuting idempotents ina ring R.· Let II be the
smallest ordinal such that lor all E' c E and n e OJ, ;IIE'I~~ ..+n tllen everys,..'bset F
of E sue" .tha: eQep E r.1t€EeR for all «, 13 e F has jFI ~N:O+IIH. Then for E' s;; B;
LrEE"e.R strictly N .....ra-generated implies p.d.a;.I!'.... EeR)~ n:
Proof. Since N'... = lEI satisfies the conditions of the corollary, "is well defined.. For
E' c: E. {e'R + I Ie'eE'} is, independent modulo the ideal] generated by a subset of
E if and only it the idempotentsin E are orthogonal niUCuJo L It follows from 4.6'
that projectives generated by elements in B.are direct sums of'oountabJy generated
subideals generated byelements in E, and these in tum are generated by a famiIyof
orthogonal idempotents. The hypothesis for n = 0 shows projectives are N'..~
generated. Moreover,
r = e'R+ L eR = e'R fEi L. e(l- e')R
toeS" eEE
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p.d.(1') ::: p.d.(L e(1 - e')R) ~ p.d,( Lee'R) ffi L e(1 ~ e')R.
I!e.~ ~eE' ~~E'
Apply 8.3.
Pierce has shown in [16]~ Lemma 6.8 t that the generalized continuum hypothesis
irnnlies the ordinal v in 8.8 is the smallest ordinal such that E contains no set F of..
pairwise orthogonal idempotenis with IFI >~..., and obtained a proof of 8.8 assum-
ing GCH.
Looking at independent su bsetsmodulo submodules turns out to be exactly what
we need if equality is to hold in 8.R
Theorem 8.9. Lei M be an object in an Abelian categoryd with arbitrary coproducts
and exact direct limits. Assume M = 1i"}.,Ni where {N, liE~} forms a lattice of
~It-g~nerated subobjects, where join = sum and meet = f). Assulne also that N, =
i;»is projective ifand only ifN[ is ~v-gelleTated JOT an; I S;.!J. Let n E (IJ. Then the
following are equioalent.
(i) For all k ~ n;p.d.(Nl)~ k ifand only ifNI is Nv+lc-generated
(ii) For all k < n, if N, is strictly ~ ...+k-generated, then a maximal independent
subset of {l\'J +Nt Ij E'} modulo N, has cardinality ~N ...+k+ J.
Proof. Both (i) and (ii) arc true if n = 0, (i) by hypothesis and (ii) vacuously.
Assume both conditions sre not always true. Let n be the smallest integer for which
one of the conditions fails. In particular, n > 0 and if k < n, p.d.(NJ ) = k if and only
if NI is strictly Nv+k-generated.
If (ii) holds for II, then by Theorem 8.3, Lemma 3.7, and the definition of n; (i)
must also hold for n, Hence (ii) must fail for n. In particular, there exists an N,
which is strictly ~"+1I-1-generated and a set L S" 9, ILl= N'v+II+1 such [hat {Nj+
N, ljeL} is independent modulo Nt < Then NL. is strictly ~v+n+l-generated and
~ nN/ is K~+"_]-generated for all i E L Hence p.d.(N/~ n NL)~ 1L Sil~:e (NL +
.1'-J1 ) / N I is a direct sum of such quotient modules, ~.d.(NL +N , )~ nand NL +Nt is
not t(,..+"~generated, so (i) also fails.
We remark that we may start the induction with N, has projective dimension = k'
if and only if NI is N'11~generated and get the theorem corresponding to 8.9 that has
k' added to all projective dimensions. Thus every theorem in this paper where we
begin with a lattice {N.,1i e.,9i} of N~.-resolvable objects and conclude p.d.(Nj) =
k' +n if and only if N I is strictly N,,+n-generated has as a corollary a statement
about independentsets moduJosubobjects,
What was actually proved in 8.9 was the equivalence or three conditions 'ra ther
than two. Condition (ii) can be brokeninto two, namely:
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(iir;For all k < II, if NI Isstrictly. Nrlk-generated,.tben there exists a maximal
independent subset modulo N, with-cardinality ~N'''''k+I''
(iir For all k < n, if N, is strictly.Np+k-generated, then for all roaximaIindepen-
dent subsets X modulo N,.. IXI~ N"..... i:+I~
If n is the smallest integer for which one of the conditions (i),.(iiY" (iirfails,. then
(ii)" holds for n implies (ii)' bolds Ior x since Zorn's lemma provides maximal
subsets. and .we showed in the proof of8.9 that(ii)' hof~ for.n implies (i) holds for
1~ and (i) holds for n.inj1plies (iirholds fo~,,,- Hence aitthreemust failfor n: We
thus get a strictly lattice theoretic result that (iiY is equivalent to (iir under
appropriate hypotheses,'For example, if GCH does not hold we still have:
CoroU1h'Y8~lO.. LeI R be a Boolean algebra with no uncountable set of prthogonal
idempotents.. TIJe following are equiualent for n e it>.
(3) For all k < n and all ideals J ~ I sucb that 1 is Nt'-generaied, there exists a
maximal set 0/ on~logonal idempotents in JII with cardinality ~N'1:+1"
(b) FOT all k<n and all ideals I such thatI is N'rc:-ge,reratei4 every orthogonal
family ofidempotents in R/I has. cardinality ~K'Jr::+l.
In the case of sernihereditary (Priifer) domains, the condition on maximal ideals
is too strong. The correct condition is one !bat will force the maximum cardinality
of a set ofindependentsubmodules of R/l to be sufficiently small.
9. Concluding remarks
The concept of N'-union and the results Contained in Theorem 4.6 and Prop-
osition 4 ..9 have led to the generalization of practically every known result connec-
ting the projective c~;"'I1ension of a union of cy~lic projectives to the cardinality of a
generating sel. Arguments have been taken from'the literature, rephrased in the
new language, and ~he rephrased 'version ,then applied to a seemingly. different
situation. One argument originally devised for ideals generated by conunuting
idempotents is applied when commutativity is dropped, another is applied to
certain Priifer domains. TIlt": mostgeneral formof theorems such as 4..10 or 8.3 has
yet to be formulated, but the pattern is clear. Perhaps it can be expressed as
Metatheorem 9~1. Let M = LIG,!'!;'where the N, are N ..-Ie5ollJoble,andassume we
can form some derivel.l N.,+".-union {M,llE~} such thatJoTMrnQlK'-gelJertJJedfoT
any N'"<tt..,
(a) A basis of induction such as I p.d.{Mr)= k'¢::'M/ is ~v-gem:,ated (or
p.d.(M,)~.k'.ifMl isnot ~".-generaJed) holds.
(b) .Whe!J4.6 is"used to find a stricily ~p+,-generated moduleM=Ior 1 ::r;;;,1:E.nwith
p.d.(M/M'}:E;:p.d.(M), one can apply 4.9~ 10 some ~0M'to reduce projecdve
dimension. without reducing cardinality ofa generating set.
(c) (a) and (b) also apply to !V;0M'.
Then M, slrictly l-tt>+,,-generated implies p.ti.(M[):= k'+n (or p.d..(l'l,)~k·+n).
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The problem ismuch moreoneof stating the particular theorems than proving it,
since once stated the proof is immediate from4.6 and 4;9.. The particuiar appli-
cation will determine the variant of this process to use, as seen in Section 8.
I suspect there are many more applicationsother" than those listed here.
In conclusion, something should be said about the one result listed in the
Introduction whoseproof has not been generalized toproducenew results. We will
sketch a proof using the language of this paper to indicate to readers familiar with
the original proof in [11] how things are simplified by using4.6, and to others how
the proof proceeds..
Un:generaJized result. Let R be a regular local ring ofdimension II with lRI,= (Rill
or R complete. Let Q be the quotient field ofR. Then p.d.R (Q) =; min(n, k + 1) where
JRI=Nt . (See Ill)).
Proof. (Sketched). Since n = gI.d.(R), P.d.R(Q)~n, and since Q is the N_t-union
of a set of projectives {(l/q)R IqE R -{Ont p.d.R tO):5ik+ 1 by 3..7.. If n = 0 or 1,
the result isimmediate. Now assume n ;;,:2. Let A be either a set of coset represen-
tatives of J in R if IR/JI= IRI or the set or power series in Xn with leading
coefficients 1 iiR is complete, In either case, lA'= IRI,. and every element of
j:; in J - J:Z. We will use induction on t and n to show that any module
M ~ {S-IR IS multiplicatively closed and S::t~', lSI=t-:..}
where
2(' = {Xi-l-a'Xi Ia' E A', 2 ~; ~ n}
for some A'with I~'I = Nt', A'~ A satisfies p.d.(M)~min (n, 1+1).
Let p.d.(M)::: h: The remarks in the case of 0 show 11 ~ min(n, f +1). Let
BSA';IBI=Nh ,
b'= {xi-i-/3xII {jeB, 2~;E; n}.
Then M is the N'h-unionof {S-IR IS multiplicatively closed, JSI=~m S2b'}. By
4.6. there is an S such' that p.d.(M/S-1R)~h. Let a eA' be such that' =
Xl-ax "s for any seS. Then p.d.(q-ts-zR)~h so P.d.R(q-IS-IRIS-IR)~h ..
B~t the latter module is an R/qR module of finite projective dimension, so by 6.91-
P.d.RlqR(q-1S-·tR/S-IR)~!J-L Now assume 1~<mili(~f+l).1f n=2,. Ji~l so
q".Z.S~1 R!S-lR is projective over R/qR. On the otherhand, it-is a localization of
PJqR at the images of S which cannot have a countable projective direct summand
by the dual basis lemma. If n > 2, a contradiction with the induction hypothesis is
obtained by noting the RlqR-module (q-IS-.IR/S-1R) has the same form as" M
with everything replaced by images modulo q; and R/qR IS regular" local of
dimension nr:1..
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